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ABSTRACT

i , r presents a significant result in applying the generalized
5 pape .......h . al anal ' Atime-freqUency representation ~GTFR) ~ S..--., sign YS1S.

AI; ... nsional kernel is designed which assures the GTFR of the
[WO-uua-o

e
rfi . bilne time support property and ime erence term suppression capa I -

~ru Comparison of the result with that of the spectrogram and a
:: r distribution shows that much better resolution and accuracy isac::cd by using the chosen two-dimensional kernel.

Introduction

The speech spectrogram bas been an important tool for speech
signal analysis for over 30 yean. A spectrogram is a two-dimensional
time-~ncy representation of speech where the vertical and horizon
tal axes correspond to frequency and time. respectively. Signal energy
isre~ by darkness such that formants of speech appear as darlc
bands on the two dimensional plane [1]. Although the need for such a
rep~on comes from the nonswionarity of signal. the analysis
method is based on the assumption of shan time stationarity. There
fore. the method cannot give a good result when there are rapid
Changes of frequency content. 'Ibis lack of accuracy can occur when
ever there are abrupt changes in the manner of articulation. e.g. most
consonant-vowel boundaries.

Recently, there has been a surge of interest in applying the

Wigner distribution (WD) to oonstationary signal analysis and syn
thesis. The WD is shown in Claasen tt ai [2] to be a time-frequency
representation which relates to other time-frequency representations,
such as the spectrogram. through a two dimensional kernel. The WD is
shown to be the representation which possesses 9 properties that are
desirable in signal analysis [2]. Although some encouraging results
have been obtained in the application of WD or PWD (a modified ver
sion of WD for shon time analysis [3,4]). the inherent problem of una
voida,hle interference terms makes it difficult to use in multi-component
signal analysis [3].

It is important to note that an unerance of voiced speech is a
multicomponent signal with rich harmonic contents. The PWD of
speech has a very complicated time-frequency pattern due to the addi
tion of interference terms on top of the formant frequencies, The
consequence is that although attempts have been made in applying the
PWD to speech. the spurious interference terms reduce the utility of
the time- frequency pattern.

In this paper the problem is approached by side-stepping the need
to maintain a WD or PWD. A generalized time-frequency representa
tion is desi~ such that the kernel of the representation satisfies those
constraints which guarantee the desired properties. Significantly better

reSOlution is obtained compared with that of the spectrogram. The
mathematical analysis is done mainly on continuous cases for the ease
of ~tation and discrete versions are supplied when it is necessary. All

~ the pro&ramming work have been done on a Symbolics 3640 using
Zetalisp and the algorithms have been integrated into ISP [5]. ·

Backavound and Definitions

Wigntr distribunon

The WD of a real-valued speech signal signal I (t) can be defined
both in terms of I (t) and its Fourier transform F if). In terms of I (t >.
the definition is -

W/ (t J) = f f (I +'tI2)f (I --tI2)e -j2a/ t d 't

Spectrogram (also call snon-tim« Fourier transform)

Let the signal be I (t) and the window be h (t). The segment of
the signal selected for shan-time analysis is It('t) =f('t)h('t-t) and the

time-varying spectrogram is...

~M ifB .t) is an arbitrary two-dimensional kernel. the choice of
which affects the properties of the time-frequency representation. Two
alternative kernel descriptions. which are related to ~M (jB .t) through a
one-dimensional forward or inverse Fourier transform. are ~t (I .t) and

<t> if J) The affect of the choice of <t> (t, t), or equivalently
I B A' . ,' .

<t>I ifB J A)' on the GTFR is the central Issue in the problem of high
resolution and distortion-free time-frequency displays.

Kernel Design for High Resolution

An analytic goal in a high resolution display is that of finite time
and frequency support. As discussed in [2] two of the nine constraints

on the GTFR kernel directly affect these properties, Due 1O space limi
tations many results will be stated without proof. Also. the finite time
support arguments will be stressed. The Interested reader will find more
detail in [6].

The finite time support propeny is most directly affected by the

design of ~, (t .r ). This kernel can be related to the GTFR via...
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A GTFR with finite time support property and enough interference
term suppression capability is obtained by imposing constraints on the
two dimensional kernel design. Experiments show that much clearer
formant tracks can be obtained using the GTFR than by using the con
ventional spectrogram. This nonparametric method with its precisely
defined formant locations might provide an alternative to LPC for
speech recognition, especially in the presence of noise. Although the
GTFR has been designed primarily for the purpose of speech analysis.
there is no doubt that it can be applied to other time series analysis as
well, By increasing me dimensionality of the kernel and by tradin ~

temporal for spatial variables it mav also be possible to extend 1 11 ~

,. -2eU 1
<P,,( II. Ie ) = rtct( - -)t

lie I

where the reci t . ) function is defined as being unity for arguments
between -1 and 1. inclusive.

Summary

Experimental Results

The sentence "that you may see" and the single word " jump "
were used in the experiments. The passages were low-pass filtered at 5
kHz and sampled at 20 kHz. The duration of the waveforms are 1.9712

sec. and 0.1536 sec.. respectively. All displays arc made in a
spectrogram-like fashion: me horizontal axis corresponds to time. the
vertical axis corresponds to increasing frequency. and increasing mag
nitude of the time-frequency display is indicated by increasing dark
ness. (Negative values for me GTFR displays were set to zero.) Also.
all displays have a frequency range of 5 kHz.

In Fig. 6. the top pane is the speech "that you may see". the
middle one is the spectrogram and the bouom one is the GTFR. The
spectrogram has a OfT size of 256 samples and the analysis interval of
32 samples . For the GTFR the OfT size is 127 samples and the
analysis interval is 3 samples. The comparison of the middle and the
bottom panes shows more precisely defined formant tracks in the
GTFR. The most prominent pan is in the coarticulation between
" that" and "you", where me formant tracks which link those of
" that" and " you" are clearly visible in the GTFR but are almost
smeared out in the spectrogram.

Fig. 7 shows the spectrogram. the PWD and the GTFR of the
speech word "jump" on the top. middle and bottom pane. respectively.
The spectrogram and the PWD are the same as in Fig. 6. For the
GTFR the parameters of OfT size and analysis interval are 127 sam
ples and 8 samples. respectively. The comparison of the three panes
shows that the GTFR gives much clearer formant tracks in the . 'j"
sound than the spectrogram and the PWD do. Due to the sooner
analysis interval the vertical striations can now be observed in the
GTFR. in contrast to the GTFR in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 shows the result of narrow band analysis on ~ sentence
"that you may see". TIle spectrogram is on the top pane with a OfT
size of 256 samples ana an analysis interval of 64 samples. The GTFR
is on the bottom has a OfT size of 128 samples and an analysis inter
val of 64 samples. The GTFR has much higher resolution of formant
frequency positions.

Fig. 9 shows the case when the word "jump" is contaminated by
additive white noise with the signal to noise ratio being -10 db. From
the top to bottom pane are the speech waveform, the spectrogram. the
PWD and the GTFR. Due to a pre-emphases operation for all 3 time
frequency displays. the noise hJ.S more effect on the high frequency
content than it does on the low frequency part. In this case. the PWO
fails completely since no formants can be observed. The spectrogram

still shows some formant structure in the low frequency pan but is not
JS clearly discernible JS in the GTFR.

interpretation of the above GTFR formulation is analogous to Eq.
I). The GTFR can thus be expressed as the inverse Fourier transform
·th respect to f B of a function Y(fs J,, ). where

Y(fB JA ) = ~/ (fBJA)· [f(f,, +fsl2)f(f,,-fB f2)]

namely, a convolution with the kernel along the dimension f.~ . With
his formulation. finite frequency support can be graphically obtained
for an hourglass-shaped extent of ~I (fB J A )' analogous to the .HgU 

~nt for finite time support, This choice of ~I (fB J,, ). is consistent
VIa a two-dimensional Fourier transform) with the previous choice of

11>, (1,t).

The reduction of interference terms in the time-frequency d i 'pl :l ~
an ~ b~ught about by forcing ~/(fBJA ) to have low-pass Idler

havior In the f B direction. thus smoothing out the spurious com
nerus. Ideally. this corresponds to spreading <1> ~ l .t) as much J.S

• I

sSlble in the support region in the I direction. If .r II .1) is chosen to
independent of t and Gaussian in the t direction. i.e.

_2at1

.x: (r .t) = e

e design constraints are satisfied.
iscreu Cast

The discrete version of the GTFR can be defined as
,,+L L

C/ (n .6;<%>,,) = 1: 1: <%>,,<n-p,Jc)f(p+k)f(P-k)t - ; lt 9

thus be seen that the GTFR CJn be expressed as the
It can .

trJOSfonn with respect to 't of a function Z (t.n, where
o ner

zo.o = <P,(I .'t)· [f(I+tI2)f(t-tl2)]

convolution with the kernel along the dimension 1. It can
JlTlC~ :hOwn graphically that the kernel <P, (t .t) chosen in Fig. I is

o . t for the property of finite support:
ufficlcn

Let ihe time support of f (t) be II 1< T . which is shown in .Fig.
Lhe support region of f (1+'t/2)f (1-tl2) on the (t .r) plane IS as

~n I .
~~own in Fig. 3. Since the sup~n length adds up through CO~VoF~tl04n.

nnnrt region of Z (I .o will be a rectangle as shown In ig. .
C sUj-'I'- J I .

refore the support region of the GTFR on the (l A) P ane IS res-
e d within It 1< T. i.e . finite time support is maintained. This is

InclC
hOwn in Fig. 5.

The kernel ~, (t .t ) chosen in Fig. 1 can be expressed as

t
~,(t.t) =[1-rUI(-- )J .x:(l.t)

2 111

p_-L l-L

/ere 2L- I is the number of data points in the analysis segment. The
ISCrete version of the appropriate kernel is

t
l-recI (- - ) restricts the support region to the hatched area

2111
d .x(t .t) shapes the kernel within the support region. Since the ker-

nel is designed for short time analysis. the t dependence of .x: (l .t :
hould taper ~, (l.t) down toward zero at I t I =T . As with other tech

niques of spectral analysis. this data taper is needed to reduce the effect
f sidelobe leakage.

The choice of l dependence of .x:(I.t) will ultimately relate to the
istorting interference terms. By considering ~I (fB J A)' which is the
e 2-dimensional Fourier transform of <%>, (I .t), the GTFR can be

expressed in an alternative fashion:..
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Fit!. 3: The suppon region on the (I,t) plane of
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Fig. 5: The support region on (I J A) plane of the crrFR.
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Fig. 6: A comparison of the spectrogram and the GTFR on the
sentence " that you may see".

Fig. 7: A comparison of the spectrogram. the pwn and the
GTFR on the word " j ump" .
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Fig. It A comparison of the spectrogram and the GTFR on the

sentence " that you may see " using narrow band analysis.
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Fi'! . 9: A comparison of 1M spectrogram . the PWD and the

G :T R on the word "jump" in the presence of noise.
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